VALLEY DRAIN TO TRANSITION OVER 900mm TO MATCH FLUSH WITH GRATED DRAINAGE PIT

TYPICAL 450mm SQ FOOTPATH S/S GRATED DRAINAGE PIT WITH GRATING ALIGNED TO DIRECTION OF WATER FLOW. REFER TO TABLE BELOW FOR CLASS INSTRUCTIONS.

CREATE MAKE UP ZONE USING STANDARD PAVING SIZES AND RETURN TO STANDARD PATTERN ON EITHER SIDE

PLAN 1:50

50mm THICK CONCRETE UNIT PAVING ON 30mm THICK MORTAR BED

450mm SQUARE FOOTPATH GRATED DRAINAGE PIT WITH S/S GRATING (REFER TO TABLE BELOW)

NOTES:
1. ALIGN 450mm SQUARE PIT FRAME TO PAVEMENT BANDING & TO PAVING MODULES AS SHOWN.
2. DETAIL NOT TO BE USED WITHOUT SITE SPECIFIC APPROVAL FROM COUNCIL.

SECTION 1:10

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

PIT LOCATION | MINIMUM PIT AND GRATE CLASS
--- | ---
FOOTWAY | B (PEDESTRIAN SAFE)
ROADWAY | D (CYCLE SAFE)
DRIVEWAY | D (CYCLE SAFE)